City and Hackney
Co-production Charter for
Health and Social Care
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What is the co-production
charter?
Co-production can be defined as designing,
reshaping or delivering services in equal
partnership with the people* who use
them in order to create better services and
outcomes. Local residents and/or patients
come together with health and social care
organisations and service providers to
influence the way services are designed,
commissioned and delivered.
This charter sets out what people can expect for
the co-production of health and social care services
in the City of London and Hackney. It also sets
out the responsibilities of people taking part in
co-producing services. Integrated care partners
in City and Hackney have signed up to the charter.

The appendix is designed to be an interactive
resource. At the beginning of a co-production
project, or at bi-annual intervals for longer term
work streams, all those involved in the project
(including patients/residents) should refer to the
resources provided in the appendix and agree
responses to the seven self-assessment tool
questions. The charter serves as an agreement
between participants that can be referred back
to. The People and Place Group can request
sight of the self-assessment responses to
provide assurance that a project is fulfilling its
commitment to co-production.

The principles laid out in the charter are intended
to guide actions to achieve the vision of residents,
providers and commissioners as equal partners
in health and care. The principles of co-production
in no way replace any organisation’s democratic
processes or statutory duties, including
consultation on service change. The charter
signals the direction of travel for integrated
care in City and Hackney. The charter offers
guidance to facilitate a successful approach to
co-production and acts as a mechanism to hold
providers and commissioners to account as they
agree to working in a co-produced way.
The principles of the charter were developed in
partnership with local people in 2017. An appendix
to the charter was developed as a direct result of
the involvement of close to 100 people in 2021,
when the Charter was reviewed. The principles
remain broadly the same, updated in places.

* Inclusive of all Hackney and City residents, citizens, service users, patients, carers, experts by experience, workers
using local health and social care services, children and young people, and other self-nominated identifiers. Developed
by Healthwatch Hackney & Healthwatch City of London
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Rights
People have a right to:
yyBe included from the start in the design,
redesign and ongoing evaluation of health and
social care services that affect them.
See appendix self-assessment tool 1,
'Co-production guide' , page 7

yyBe treated and taken seriously as an equally
valued voice, asset and partner.

yyTransparency. Involves organisations setting out
all the information on what is being co-produced
(including any limitations) from the start and
feeding back the result of co-production.
See appendix self-assessment tool 2,
'The scale of co-production' , page 7

yyHonesty. Involves acknowledging differences in
power and resources between those taking part.

yyAccess to all the relevant information to
understand and take part in decision-making.
See appendix self-assessment tool 3, 'Sharing
information', page 9

yyReceive something back for their contribution.
This could include training, acknowledgement,
new skills, time credit vouchers, or payment.
See appendix self-assessment tool 4, 'Reward
and recognition', page 10

yyAccessibility so everyone has an equal
opportunity to participate. This includes
accessibility of venues, on-line platforms,
location, translation into different languages,
British sign language (BSL) interpreters,
understandable language (in line with the
Accessible Information Standards), variety
of times and formats (including easy read).
See appendix self-assessment tool 5,
'Accessibility', page 11

yyStable and consistent structures and people
(as much as possible) whilst maintaining a
commitment to a diverse and fluid public voice.
See appendix self-assessment tool 6, 'A varied
voice', page 11

yyFreely give feedback and make their voice
heard. See appendix self-assessment tool 7,
'Feedback', page 12
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Responsibilities
People engaged in co-production
have a responsibility to:
yyEncourage a partnership based on mutual
trust and respect. For example, by listening to
each other and answering questions respectfully.

yyCommit to representing the wider voice when
working in collaboration with health and social
care partners, understanding the “We Not I”.

yyBuild connections and be answerable to wider
communities and groups. Seek out and draw
on resident insights from a variety of sources
around the topic. This recognises that no one
individual can represent everyone.

yyShare information with wider communities
and groups and feedback their concerns.

yyCommit to ongoing involvement to keep
momentum going, whilst understanding that
roles will change. The role of a resident will
be reviewed after 12 months, and again at
24 months. At the point of review, the resident
may be supported to access new voluntary
opportunities or a paid role, making way for
fresh voices to participate in the current project.

yyCommit to working together towards shared
goals.

yyAppreciate the constraints (financial and
operational) the local health and care system
operates in.
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Commitments
As health and social care organisations, we
commit to making co-production a reality by:
yySigning up to this co-production charter,
reporting against it annually and making steps
to improve how we implement its principles

yyReporting against the co-production charter to
the People and Place Group.

yyThe People and Place Group will ensure
accountability and any participant can raise
concerns around co-production to People
and Place if they feel the charter is not being
adhered to.

yyUsing the charter to regularly test the quality
of co-production work and endeavouring to
improve both quality and quantity of
co-production throughout the organisations.

yyAccessing the co-production champions team
for support and guidance where appropriate.
See Appendix 8, 'Support and shared resources',
page 14

yyService user involvement throughout including
on senior strategic and partnership boards.

yyCo-production championed all through our
organisations, from strategic board level down
to managers and frontline staff.

yyTraining and capacity building for all health
and care staff on co-production.

yyCo-production training offered to health
and care staff on induction and measured at
monthly one-to-ones and yearly appraisal as a
performance requirement where appropriate.

yyTraining and capacity building for people and
groups to encourage diverse involvement.

yyExplore new and different ways of working
to remove barriers to diverse people taking
part equally.
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yyDedicating resources and funding for
co-production to ensure it continues.

yyCommitting to continuous learning and
improvement including by building in
feedback and review to see if co-production
is having an impact.

yyCommitting to individual and organisational
cultural change.

yyBuilding on existing processes for involvement
and engagement.

Activity appendices
Appendix 1: Co-production guide
This guide to co-production has been co-produced. Residents from the Neighbourhood resident
involvement group worked with health and social care professionals to create a step-by-step guide,
highlighting the seven key points to consider when undertaking co-production work, and how to
achieve them.

Activity
Read the guide here

Appendix 2: The scale of co-production
Co-production

An equal partnership. Residents/patients, providers and commissioners
collaborate to design, evaluate and deliver services. All participants are involved
from the beginning and all voices are equal and equally valued. Decision
making is undertaken by the co-production partnership in collaboration.
Residents/patients are invited to co-chair and/or share the lead on the project.

Service user led

All or parts of the project are chaired/led by patients/residents. This could mean
residents delivering the project overall, or residents presenting their work/
findings to health and social care partners to influence decisions.

Co-design

Residents/patients work together with providers and commissioners to
influence and shape the design of a service. Typically, residents/patients are
brought in for a set amount of time to help design a predefined service.

Public
involvement

Residents/patients are given the opportunity to attend meetings and provide
insight. Their opinion is sought but decision-making rests with the system
partners. Their presence supports transparency as they have the opportunity to
feed back to the wider public about progress made or barriers faced.

Consultation

The opinion and experience of patients/residents is sought through surveys,
interviews and focus groups. The insight gained is then used to shape or
improve the service.

Informing

Essential information is communicated to the public via a variety of channels.
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Self-assessment activity
Where do you sit on the co-production scale? Complete the table below.
Which of the following describes your project?
YES

NO

Service user led

YES

NO

Co-design

YES

NO

Public involvement YES

NO

Consultation

YES

NO

Informing

YES

NO

Co-production

Can you describe how your project or service meets the criteria you have selected?

Can you describe how you could improve the co-production offer to move up the scale?
Mention any co-production goals you are working towards.
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Appendix 3: Sharing information
It is vital that everyone understands all the information to enable them to take part in the
decision-making process. For all participants to make meaningful contributions they need a clear
understanding of all the information.

Self-assessment activity
Here are some ways to ensure everyone involved understands the information. Which of these steps
are you taking and who is responsible for making sure this happens? Complete the table below.
Agenda and meeting papers are distributed a
week in advance to give all participants time
to read and understand them

YES

A simplified version of meeting papers is
distributed highlighting the key points (bullet
points, clear simple language, no acronyms)

YES

An easy read version of meeting/project
papers is distributed

YES

Meetings are conducted using simple
accessible language, no jargon or acronyms

YES

Meeting participants are provided with
“traffic light cards” to slow down or pause the
meeting if the language becomes complex, if
they have a question or would like to speak

YES

Residents/patients are offered smaller
meetings with the chair ahead of larger
meetings, to ensure they understand and are
comfortable with the material

YES

Residents/patients are offered smaller
meetings with the chair after larger meetings,
to debrief and raise any points they did not
feel comfortable raising in the larger meeting

YES

All participants understand and are
comfortable with alternative ways to
communicate their views alongside meetings,
such as email, WhatsApp, phonecalls

YES

All actions and outcomes are fed back to
participants in real time. This can mean
including all participants in email updates or
using a shared resource (live documents, jam
boards, notice boards).

YES

Who:

NO
Who:

NO
Who:

NO
Who:

NO
Who:

NO
Who:

NO
Who:

NO
Who:

NO
Who:

NO
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Appendix 4: Reward and recognition
It is important to recognise and value the time and expertise volunteers and members of the public
are offering. Here are some of the ways in which you can reward patients/residents for time given.

Self-assessment activity
Which of the following are using? Complete the table below.
Financial recognition (recommended)

YES

The current living wage, with London
weighting and taking into account
holiday allowance, is £12.05 per hour.
Although financial recognition is not
intended to constitute a wage and is in
no way an agreement of employment,
recognising patient/public time at the
rate of the living wage places a value
on their expertise, contributing to the
sense of equal partnership.

If no explain reason:

Voucher

YES

NO

NO

Store vouchers to an agreed value (e.g. £20 for attendance at a focus group) is a great way to
recognise participants’ involvement. This method is particularly useful for one off engagement
events or focus groups.
Training and development
opportunities

YES

Training should be offered to patient/
residents to ensure they are upskilled
and fully understand the system
or service they are coproducing.
Accredited training and certification
is a great way to ensure that patients/
members of the public benefit from
their involvement.

Describe any training offered:

Costs

YES

Volunteering and co-production
should never leave patients/members
of the public with costs. Ensure travel,
subsistence and internet costs are
met promptly and expense claims are
straightforward for residents to file.

Are expense claims straightforward for residents to
claim? Describe the process here:
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NO

NO

Appendix 5: Accessibility
It is important to ensure all participants have equal access to meetings or events, both online and in
person. Alongside residents, Healthwatch Hackney co-produced the creation of two guides to event
accessibility, for use across City and Hackney. One is designed for online platforms, the other for
face-to-face events or meetings.

Self-assessment activity
Read the guide to meeting and event accessibility guides here and here
Make sure you use the accessibility checklist included with the guides when planning a meeting or
event involving patients/residents.

Appendix 6: A varied voice
It is important to ensure patient/resident participants are drawn from a varied and representative
demographic.

Self-assessment activity
Complete the table below.
Describe how patient/public
participants have been recruited
to ensure fair representation
of the various communities in
City and Hackney.

Describe the agreement between
patient/resident participants
around the length of the role
(i.e. life of the project for shorter
projects/maximum tenure
12 months for ongoing projects
and work streams)
Describe any offer to support
patients/residents coming to the
end of their tenure in finding the
next volunteering opportunity
or paid role within the system.

Describe any ways in which
patients/residents coming to
the end of their tenure could
get involved in training or
supporting new patients/
residents coming on board.
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Appendix 7: Feedback
There are different ways in which you can feed back actions, outcomes and barriers to participants.

Self-assessment activity
Which of the following will you use and who will be responsible for providing the feedback?
Complete the table below.
Minutes

YES

After meetings minutes should be distributed
in a timely fashion. As with the papers ahead of
meetings, a brief document highlighting the
key points in bullet point form can be provided,
and easy read version can be provided where
appropriate.

Who:

Post event/meeting debrief

YES

Offering a debrief to patient/resident
participants after meetings or events gives
you the opportunity to ensure they are clear
about any actions or outcomes that have been
achieved and gives the opportunity to discuss
any barriers.

Who:

Tech support

YES

NO

NO

NO

Set time aside with individual participants to
Who:
ensure they fully understand how to use any
online platforms you are using for feedback
(including emails) and that they have suitable
tech to access these. Provide additional training
where necessary and offer to loan or purchase
suitable tech for participants if needed to avoid
excluding people along the digital divide.
Updates

YES

Sending out updates at set intervals
(fortnightly/monthly) allows everyone to keep
track of progress. These can take the form of
emails, sent out to all participants.

Who:
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NO

WhatsApp

YES

A WhatsApp group is a great way for a group
to stay connected whilst working on a
co-production project. Developments can
be shared and reflections given in real time.
A WhatsApp group can feel more relaxed than
email threads, encouraging patients/residents
to contribute more freely.

Who:

Live documents

YES

Live documents that all participants have
access to allow progress to be reported and
reflections shared in real time. A great way to
share feedback and pool ideas in the same
place. These can take the form of google docs,
jam boards or alternative online platforms.

Who:

Notice boards

YES

Make use of notice boards in shared spaces to
feedback actions and outcomes in real time.

Who:

Social media and websites

YES

Where appropriate share outcomes and barriers
with the wider public using social media,
website updates and mail chimp newsletters.

Who:

Networking

YES

Maintain contacts with other organisations across
the system and share outcomes and barriers
across these networks using written updates
and/or attending groups in person to update.

Who:

NO

NO

NO

NO

NO
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Appendix 8: Support and shared resources
To support co-production in health and social care there is a team of Engagement leads and
co-production champions. You can ask the team for support for any co-production work you are
planning around health and social care. This offer is open to all partners across the integrated care
partnership including voluntary sector and charity organisations. The is intended as an additional
resource, allowing time and expertise to be shared across the region.
To access this support please contact: nelondon.cahcomms@nhs.net
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